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ABSTRACT

Estimates of the recent mean and time varying water mass transformation rates associated with North At-

lantic surface-forced overturning are presented. The estimates are derived fromheat and freshwater surface fluxes

and sea surface temperature fields from six atmospheric reanalyses—the Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis (JRA), the

NCEP–NCAR reanalysis (NCEP1), the NCEP–U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) reanalysis (NCEP2), the

European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-I), the Climate

Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR), and the Modern-Era Reanalysis for Research and Applications

(MERRA)—together with sea surface salinity fields from two globally gridded datasets (World Ocean Atlas and

Met Office EN3 datasets). The resulting 12 estimates of the 1979–2007 mean surface-forced streamfunction all

depict a subpolar cell, with maxima north of 458N, near s 5 27.5kgm23, and a subtropical cell between 208 and
408N, near s 5 26.1kgm23. The mean magnitude of the subpolar cell varies between 12 and 18Sv (1Sv [
106m3 s21), consistent with estimates of the overturning circulation from subsurface observations. Analysis of the

thermal and haline components of the surface density fluxes indicates that large differences in the inferred low-

latitude circulation are largely a result of the biases in reanalysis net heat flux fields, which range in the globalmean

from213 to 19Wm22. The different estimates of temporal variability in the subpolar cell are well correlatedwith

each other. This suggests that the uncertainty associated with the choice of reanalysis product does not critically

limit the ability of the method to infer the variability in the subpolar overturning. In contrast, the different esti-

mates of subtropical variability are poorly correlated with each other, and only a subset of them captures a sig-

nificant fraction of the variability in independently estimated North Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water volume.

1. Introduction

In observations as well as in ocean and climate

models, a primary method for diagnosing the ocean’s

role in climate variability is to examine the zonally av-

eraged meridional and vertical transport in latitude–

depth coordinates. In the North Atlantic Ocean this

mean meridional circulation, the Atlantic meridional

overturning circulation (AMOC), is the main oceanic

mechanism for the northward export of heat from the

tropics. Since the deployment of the Rapid Climate

Change–Meridional Overturning Circulation Heatflux
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Array (RAPID-MOCHA) observing array at 268N in

2004 (Cunningham et al. 2007), significant strides have

been made in characterizing and understanding AMOC

variability and its role in the climate system. In partic-

ular, results from the first few years of the array indicate

that at that latitude the AMOC accounts for 88% of the

meridional heat transport (MHT) (Johns et al. 2011).

Considerable intra-annual and interannual variability

has also been observed (Kanzow et al. 2007, 2010).

Notably, in 2009–10 there was a temporary 30% reduc-

tion in the overturning strength relative to the mean

strength measured over the first 5 years of the array

(McCarthy et al. 2012).

The relationship between the AMOC in the sub-

tropics and that in the subpolar region is a key research

topic. Coupled climate models indicate that subpolar

AMOC is not strongly correlated with the subtropical

AMOC when it is considered in latitude–depth space

(Bingham et al. 2007). A stronger connection is evident

when account is taken of the different time scales as-

sociated with the southward propagation of signals

through advection and coastal Kelvin waves (Getzlaff

et al. 2005; Johnson and Marshall, 2002). Subpolar to

subtropical coherence can also bemore readily observed

if instead of viewing theAMOC in level coordinates, it is

examined in latitude–density space (hereinafterAMOCs)

(Zhang 2010). As well as providing a framework for

understanding high- to low-latitude AMOC connections,

viewing the AMOC in the latitude–density coordinates

also has the advantage of being more indicative of the

MHT, in the subpolar region. Furthermore it is able to

distinguish circulation features associated with the for-

mation of different water masses, such as North Atlantic

Deep Water (NADW) and the North Atlantic Subtrop-

ical Mode Water (STMW), also known as Eighteen De-

gree Water (Zhang 2010; Grist et al. 2012).

The context of the aforementioned model-based re-

search is that, despite altimetry and Argo float–based

estimates to the south (Hobbs and Willis 2012), and

monitoring of Nordic seas overflows to the north

(Macrander et al. 2005; Hansen and Østerhus 2007)

there is currently no model-independent observational

array to characterize the subpolar AMOC, or its link-

ages to the subtropics. Recently Grist et al. (2012)

demonstrated, using an eddy-permitting ocean-only

model, that by calculating the density fluxes at the air–

sea interface it is possible for the buoyancy-forced

component of AMOCs to be estimated. By using an

approach that draws upon the water mass transformation

concepts of Walin (1982), and additionally including the

effect of Ekman transport variability, between 70% and

84% of the AMOCs variability could be accounted for

between 338 and 558N. This followed on from earlier

analyses of coupled model output in which up to 40% of

the AMOC in level coordinates was accounted for using

the water mass transformation-based approach (Grist

et al. 2009; Josey et al. 2009).

Basedon theworkofWalin (1982), Speer andTziperman

(1992), and others, the method described in Grist et al.

(2012) offers a way to characterize the AMOC from

surface observations alone, by neglecting the effects of

subsurface mixing and local changes in storage. Cru-

cially, the utility of the surface water mass transformation

method to this, and other applications, depends on the

accuracy of estimates of surface air–sea fluxes over the

North Atlantic. Are current estimates of surface density

fluxes sufficiently accurate to allow reliable estimates of

the surface water mass transformation and, ultimately,

the AMOCs? A comprehensive answer to this question

would require observations of the true AMOCs in sub-

polar as well as subtropical latitudes. In lieu of these, the

goal of this study is to examine the range in themean and

time-varying surface-forced overturning streamfunction

that result from using six state-of-the-art atmospheric

reanalysis products [for estimates of net heat flux, evapo-

ration minus precipitation (E 2 P), and sea surface tem-

perature (SST)] and two global gridded estimates of sea

surface salinity (SSS). The different reanalysis products and

the different salinity products are not independent esti-

mates; therefore, the study provides a lower bound on the

uncertainty associatedwith current estimates of the surface-

forced streamfunction. We note that Forget et al. (2011)

recently calculated the STMW water mass transformation

rates from two of the original atmospheric reanalysis

products [the National Centers for Environmental Pre-

diction (NCEP) and European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalyses]. Their

study, which focused on the mean annual cycle for 1994–

96, revealed large differences in estimates. In this study,

a larger set of reanalysis products from the satellite era

(since 1979) will be used and attention is given to both

subtropical and subpolar regions; also, as well as calcu-

lating the mean transformation rate, consideration is

given to recent interannual variability. By decomposing

the surface density flux into its components, we reveal,

in broad terms, the major cause of the spread of

streamfunction estimates. This exposes the aspects of

air–sea surface observations in greatest need of im-

provement. Finally, the ensemble mean of the time-

varying streamfunction provides a description of recent

ocean circulation changes that can be helpfully com-

pared against independent time series of the water mass

changes and the overturning circulation.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2,

the methodology behind estimating the surface-forced

overturning streamfunction is described. The different
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datasets (six atmospheric reanalysis products, two global

salinity products, and two independent metrics of the

subpolar and subtropical Atlantic circulation) are briefly

described in section 3. The mean characteristics of the

surface-forced streamfunction are described in section 4

while the time-varying estimates are presented in sec-

tion 5. The study’s summary and conclusions are given in

section 6.

2. Method

Considering the schematic meridional cross section

of the North Atlantic shown in Fig. 1a and following

the method previously described by Marsh (2000) and

Grist et al. (2009), which was based on earlier work

by Walin (1982) and Speer and Tziperman (1992), we

approximate the North Atlantic as a basin closed to the

north. Averaged over a region of ocean north of lati-

tude u, the volume flux, G(u, s) (m3 s21), across an

isopycnal s, is related to the combined effects of sur-

face density fluxes and mixing (s is the density minus

1000 kgm23).

As has been formally shown by Nurser et al. (1999),

G(u,s)5F(u,s)2
›Ddiff(u,s)

›s
1C(u,s) , (1)

where F(u, s) is the surface-forced water mass trans-

formation rate across s north of u, the second term on

the right-hand side is the water mass transformation due

to diapycnal divergence of the diffusive density flux,

Ddiff(u, s) (kg s21), and C(u, s) is the volume flux as-

sociated with density gain from isopycnal mixing along

s, also termed cabbeling.

From Eq. (1) it can be seen that in the absence of

mixing, G(u, s) can be estimated from F(u, s), that is,

from surface variables alone. This diagnostic, the surface-

forced overturning streamfunction, has a form similar to

the zonally averaged meridional overturning in density

space c(u, s). For example, Grist et al. (2012) show how

in an ocean model F(u, s), much like c(u, s), features

two distinct regions, corresponding to the formation of

STMW and NADW. These cells are elaborated in

Fig. 1b to schematically illustrate the range of water

masses that are formed in surface layers and modified

throughmixing and entrainment processes in the interior.

Surface waters advected northward in the Gulf Stream

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of area integrated surface [Din(u, s)] and interior diapycnal [Ddiff(u, s)] density

fluxes, and the net diapycnal volume flux [G(u, s)] in a meridional section through an idealized North Atlantic where

s represents a zonally averaged outcropping isopycnal and u is the latitude. (b) Schematic illustration of the re-

lationship between the meridional overturning streamfunction in density coordinates and the formation of specific

North Atlantic water masses. The thick dashed line represents the zonal maximum values of the surface density,

which increases with latitude. Diapycnal volume transport at higher densities than this line is achieved by mixing

processes that are diagnosed in themeridional overturning streamfunction in density coordinates but not the surface-

forced overturning streamfunction. STMW and SPMW form in the subtropics and midlatitudes respectively.

UNADW is a blend of LSW—some of which recirculates in the subpolar gyre—andMW. The inflection in southward

transport of GSDW at around 658N corresponds to the strong mixing processes associated with entrainment

downstream of the overflows across the sills between Greenland and Scotland, which approximately doubles the

transport. LNADW is thus a blend of modified GSDW and AABW.
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increase in density with latitude, forming the STMW

that recirculates via either the seasonal (surface influ-

enced) or permanent (interior) thermocline. A further

poleward branch along the North Atlantic Current is

associated with midlatitude formation of Subpolar Mode

Water (SPMW), which also recirculates via the perma-

nent thermocline, returning to lower density in the tropics

and subtropics. Farther to the north, Labrador Seawater

(LSW) forms and partially recirculates in the subpolar

gyre. Denser LSW escapes southward and mixes with

Mediterranean Water (MW) to form the Upper NADW

(UNADW) that eventually exits the North Atlantic as

the lighter component of the AMOC upper branch. Last,

a northernmost branch of northward flow reaches suffi-

ciently high density to form the Greenland Sea Deep

Water (GSDW) that returns south in overflows across the

ridge system between Greenland and Scotland. Strong

entrainment south of the ridges enhances transport and

further mixing with upwelling Antarctic Bottom Water

(AABW) results in the establishment of Lower NADW

(LNADW), the denser component of the lower branch.

The reasons for the similarities between F(u, s), and

c(u, s) have been detailed earlier (Marsh 2000; Grist

et al. 2009) so the argument is only briefly summarized

here: If it is assumed that water mass transformation in

the North Atlantic is predominantly a result of surface

forcing (Nurser et al. 1999), we can neglect mixing and

estimate G(u, s) by calculating F(u, s). Furthermore,

under the assumption of fluid incompressibility and

a steady state of the water masses, all the water north

of u that is transformed across s must be transported

southward across u. Thus by implication F(u, s) is the

same as the zonally integrated meridional overturning

streamfunction in density coordinates c(u, s). Because

of the assumptions involved in this argument, and a time

lag required for the southward advection of water

masses, there is not exact agreement between F(u, s) and

c(u, s). This reflects the fact that F(u, s) represents only

one component of the overturning circulation, albeit

the important buoyancy-forced component. The surface-

forced streamfunction is, however, a legitimate measure

of water mass transformation rate; and if the advective

time lag is accounted for by averaging the maximum

value of F(u, s) in the relevant u–s range, over a number

of the preceding years, it can explain up to 75% of the

variance in total AMOCs in parts of the North Atlantic

(Grist et al. 2012).

The value of F(u, s) is given by the following formula:

F(u,s)5
›Din(u,s)

›s
, (2)

where Din is the area-integrated surface density flux

north of wherever the isopycnal s outcrops (see Fig. 1a).

Using the formula of Schmitt et al. (1989), we have de-

termined Din from the surface net heat and freshwater

fluxes and surface temperature fields from six different

atmospheric reanalysis products, and SSS from two

different global gridded datasets. Values for F(u, s)

were then obtained using Eq. (2) above. Because of the

covariability of Din and s at the surface, F(u, s) is cal-

culated at a monthly time scale before being averaged

into annual fields.

We note that because of the lack of observations, the

density fluxes specifically associated with ice melt/brine

rejection are neglected. The modeling study of Grist

et al. (2007) found that typically in the North Atlantic

the ice-melt contribution is at least an order of magni-

tude smaller than that associated with heat loss, al-

though locally it can be as important as the thermal

term. Hence, neglect of this term is unlikely to have

a significant impact on our results. Ice melt also impacts

surface salinity and, as we utilize time-varying SSS data,

the effect of ice melt/formation rate changes on surface

density through anomalous freshwater advection is ac-

counted for. The insulating effect of sea ice in reducing

oceanic heat loss is also accounted for in the reanalysis

estimates of net heat flux.

In examining the temporal variability of the surface-

forced streamfunction, we focus on two circulation fea-

tures. First, we take the maximum of the annually

averaged streamfunction for the subpolar cell, specifi-

cally themaximum value of F(u,s) north of 458N, to be a

measure of the annual surface-forced overturning cir-

culation at 458N or the subpolar/NADW transformation

rate. Second, we take the maximum of the annually

averaged streamfunction for the subtropical cell, that is

between 208 and 408N and where s is between 25.175

and 26.375 kgm23, to be indicative of the subtropical

overturning or transformation rate. We note that these

measures of the circulation, although referred to as over-

turning in density space, incorporate horizontal gyres in

level coordinates. For example, in the lighter subtropical

cell some of the warm, lighter waters flowing northward

in the Gulf Stream recirculate as cooler, denser waters

farther east in the gyre interior.

3. Datasets

a. Atmospheric reanalyses

The main datasets used are six atmospheric reanalysis

products that span 1979–2011, a period that has been

referred to as the ‘‘Modern Era’’ (Table 1). The products

involve the assimilation of historical, quality-controlled

atmospheric and surface data into the numerical weather

prediction (NWP) model of a particular organization.
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The exception to this is the Climate Forecast System Re-

analysis (CFSR), which is a coupled ocean–atmosphere

reanalysis and therefore involves the assimilation of

ocean and atmosphere data into their respective models,

which are linked in a physically consistent manner.

Throughout the approximately 30-yr period covered, the

assimilation schemes and atmospheric or oceanmodel stay

constant, but the number of available observations vary.

The availability of reanalysis fields for recent years

varies slightly and therefore in this study they have

slightly different lengths. The period common to all the

datasets is 1979–2007. It is this period that is used to

calculate means and departure frommeans. The specific

fields used to calculate the surface density flux are sur-

face evaporation minus precipitation (m s21), net sur-

face heat flux (the sum of latent, sensible, net shortwave

radiation, and net longwave radiation fluxes; Wm22),

and SST (8C). We note that precipitation is a model

output not itself constrained by precipitation data, but

rather by the other assimilated observations and the

physics and dynamics of the model. We also note that

the SST fields are entirely based on observations. The

SST fields are important inputs to the NWP model but

are not dependent on it. The different sources of SST

fields for the reanalyses are detailed in Table 1. Again,

the exception is the ocean–atmosphere reanalysis CFSR,

in which SSTs are assimilated into the ocean component

of the coupled ocean–atmosphere model. All the vari-

ables, regardless of the extent to which they are con-

strained by observations, form part of the internally

consistent reanalysis product. A summary of the reanalysis

products is included in Table 1. Further details are in-

cluded in the relevant listed references.

b. Sea surface salinity data

To calculate the surface density fluxes, SSS is taken

from the surface level of theWorld Ocean Atlas (WOA)

2009 (WOA09; Antonov et al. 2010) and Met Office

EN3, version 2a (Ingleby and Huddleston 2007), global

gridded products. These widely used datasets have dif-

ferent quality control and objective analysis procedures,

but share the main sources of surface and subsurface

data (e.g., World Ocean Database, Global Temperature

and Salinity Profile Program, and Argo Float Profiles).

BothWOA and EN3 have 18 3 18 horizontal resolution.
The temporal resolution of WOA is annual; however,

prior to 2005 the annual fields are in fact pentadal av-

erages (e.g., 1977–81 for 1979). As F(u, s) is originally

calculated at each monthly time step (section 2), the

same annual WOA SSS fields were used for each of the

12 months of the corresponding year. Although the EN3

data are available in monthly format for the entire study

period, monthly data were averaged into annual fields

and used in the same manner as WOA to allow a direct

comparison of the results using the two salinity datasets

and avoid potential differences arising from the treat-

ment of the seasonal cycle.

c. Sea level data

A sea level time series that has been proposed as

a proxy for the subpolar overturning (Bingham and

Hughes 2009, hereafter BH09), is compared with the

TABLE 1. Summary of atmospheric reanalysis products used to provide net heat flux, E 2 P, and SST for this study.

Dataset Abbreviation Prescribed SST field Time span

Approximate

horizontal

resolution Reference

Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis

(JRA-25)–Japanese

Meteorological Agency

(JMA) Climate Data

Assimilation System

JRA Ishii et al. (2005) 1979–2007 1.1258 3 1.1258 Onogi et al. (2007)

NCEP–NCAR reanalysis NCEP1 Reynolds and Smith (1994) 1979–2010 1.8758 3 1.9158 Kalnay et al. (1996)

NCEP–DOE reanalysis II NCEP2 Taylor et al. (2000) 1979–2011 1.8758 3 1.9158 Kanamitsu et al. (2002)

ECMWF Interim

Re-Analysis

ERA-I Before 2002: Fiorino (2004);

2002 onward: the

operational forecast

system (see Dee et al. 2011)

1979–2011 1.5008 3 1.5008 Dee et al. (2011)

NCEP Climate Forecast

System Reanalysis

CFSR Coupled ocean–atmos.

reanalysis

1979–2009 0.5008 3 0.5008 Saha et al. (2010)

National Aeronautics and

Space Administration

(NASA) Modern-Era

Reanalysis for Research

and Applications

MERRA Reynolds et al. (2002) 1979–2011 0.6678 3 0.5008 Rienecker et al. (2011)
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temporal variability of the subpolar circulation calcu-

lated in this study. The time series, updated from BH09,

is based on a composite of 10 tide gauge records on the

U.S. East Coast between 408N (New York) and 458N
(Yarmouth) spanning the period 1948–2012. These

records were obtained from the Permanent Service for

Mean Sea Level (PSMSL; Woodworth and Player 2003;

http://www.psmsl.org/data/obtaining/). We use only re-

vised local reference (RLR) data, which are given as

monthly mean values. The sea level records are cor-

rected for the inverted barometer (IB) response of the

sea surface to atmospheric pressure variations using

NCEP monthly sea level pressure interpolated to the

tide gauge positions. Before forming the composite time

series, the trend and mean seasonal cycle are removed

from each IB corrected tide gauge record and a 13-month

running mean filter is applied to remove remaining

intra-annual variability. Based on the reasoning given by

BH09, the sign of the composite sea level record is re-

versed to give an indication of the temporal changes in

the AMOC between 408 and 458N.

d. STMW volume time series

Time series of STMW volume from Kwon and Riser

(2004; hereafter KR04) is extended for the recent 10

years, so that the time series spans 50 years from 1961 to

2010. STMW volume is calculated independently for

each season (i.e., February–April, May–July, etc.) from

the objectively mapped temperature field based on the

temperature profiles from the WOA01 for 1961–2000

(KR04), andWOA09 and its online updates for 2001–10.

The STMW is identified as a thermostad (dT/dz #

0.0068Cm21) between 178 and 198C (see KR04 for

details).

4. Mean surface-forced overturning 1979–2007

In this section, we first examine the range of estimates

in the mean surface-forced overturning that arise from

using six reanalysis products and two surface salinity

products. These estimates are placed in the context of

previous work. Following this, where the range of esti-

mates is particularly large, we investigate potential causes

of these differences.

a. Reanalysis-based estimates of the mean
surface-forced streamfunction

Themean surface-forced overturning streamfunctions

for the period 1979–2007 calculated from the six re-

analysis products and SSS fromWOA are plotted in Fig. 2.

We note the mean values of F(u, s) derived using SSS

from the EN3 dataset are very close but not exactly the

same; since they are visually hard to distinguish from the

WOA derived streamfunctions, they are not shown. For

a more helpful comparison of the WOA and EN3 de-

rived streamfunctions, the maximum value of F(u, s) for

each density bin, for all 12 estimates, is plotted in Fig. 3a.

Common features of the streamfunctions in Fig. 2 (also

shown schematically in Fig. 1b) include a large positive

(clockwise) cell that spans at least the density range

25.8–28.0 kgm23 and from the equator to 708N. Within

this cell, which depicts northward bound water becom-

ing denser and returning south at greater densities, there

are two distinct maxima. First, the cell centered nears5
27.5 kgm23 is associated with the overturning in the

subpolar region. The convergence of streamlines at

densities greater than this maximum is associated with

the formation of NADW. Second, the cell with maxima

near s 5 26.1 kgm23 is associated with subtropical re-

circulation and the convergence of streamlines at densities

greater than the maxima (i.e., 26.2 , s , 27.0kgm23) is

associated with STMW formation. These features are

also prominent in state estimated or modeled c(u, s)

(see Fig. 7 inHakkinen et al. 2011; Fig. 1a in Zhang 2010;

Fig. 4b in Grist et al. 2012). In those depictions, stream-

lines (denoting deep dense water moving to a lighter

density class) close in the tropics and subtropics where

seasonal mixed layer entrainment plays an important

role in water mass transformation (Nurser et al. 1999).

With mixing neglected, the streamlines of F(u, s) do not

close in this way. We will first consider the spread of

estimates in the mean NADW transformation rate, and

then turn our attention to the subtropics, finally consid-

ering other features of the inferred surface-forced circu-

lation, such as the counter clockwise cells in the tropics

and subtropics.

1) SUBPOLAR CELL

The reanalysis-based estimates of transformation rates

in the u–s space associated with subpolar overturning

range from 12Sv (CFSR with EN3) to 18Sv [the NCEP–

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

reanalysis (NCEP1) with WOA] (Fig. 3a; 1 Sv [ 106m3-

s21). To put this in context, the AMOCs estimates of six

occupations of the Greenland (608N) to Portugal (408N)

Observatoire de la Variabilit�e Interannuelle �a De-

cennale (OVIDE) line range from 12.2 to 18.5 Sv be-

tween 1997 and 2010 (Lherminier et al. 2007, 2010;

Gourcuff et al. 2011). However, although surface flux

and hydrographic estimates are in relative agreement we

note that they do not represent identical features of the

subpolar overturning. In particular, before crossing the

OVIDE line downstream, NADW formed by surface

fluxes undergoes modification from both mixing and

entrainment. Mixing may act to reduce the amount of

surface-forcedNADWtransported south of theOVIDE
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FIG. 2. Mean surface-forced streamfunction (Sv) (1979–2007) for the NorthAtlanticOcean using surface

salinity fromWOA and surface fluxes and SST fields from (a) JRA, (b) NCEP1, (c) NCEP2, (d) ERA-I, (e)

CFSR, and (f) MERRA. The white contours in (a) are additional contours for 24 and 28Sv.
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line, although it has been argued (Nurser et al. 1999) that

its influence in this region is relatively small. Further-

more, mixing could alter the density structure without

changing the value of the maximum overturning. How-

ever, the process of entrainment is expected to signifi-

cantly increase NADW formed north of the Greenland–

Scotland Ridge, as it overflows from the sills and is

transported southward (Dickson and Brown 1994), with

hydrographic observations indicating a doubling of

transport (Hansen and Østerhus 2000). A further limi-

tation of the comparison is due to the fact that the

OVIDE line is upstream of any surface-forced forma-

tion of Labrador Seawater.

2) SUBTROPICAL CELL

Turning to the subtropics, all depictions of the stream-

function (Fig. 2) show a maximum in the transformation

rate near s 5 26.1kgm23 between 208 and 408N, ranging

from 6Sv (MERRA) to 29Sv (JRA) (Fig. 3a). Using the

Isemer and Hasse (1987) air–sea flux dataset, Speer and

Tziperman (1992) found a maximum transformation rate

of about 30Sv in the same density range. Lumpkin and

Speer (2003) used observations fromhydrographic sections

and current meters, along with surface fluxes of da Silva

et al. (1994), in an inverse model to calculate a maximum

subtropical transformation rate of 19.2 6 3.3Sv. It is no-

table that our 12 estimates of transformation rates yield

a much larger range, and thus greater uncertainty, in the

subtropics than in the subpolar region. The causes of this

larger range in the subtropics will be considered in section

4b. However, we will first consider the implications of the

large range in subtropical transformation rates for esti-

mates of the formation rate of STMW.

The accumulation, or formation of water mass, be-

tween two isopycnals s and s1 ds is determined by the

convergence in transformation rate, that is,

FIG. 3. (a) Maximum transformation rate (Sv) for each density bin from the mean surface-

forced streamfunction for the North Atlantic Ocean, 1979–2007. The thick lines indicate es-

timates calculated with WOA SSS and the thin lines indicate estimates calculated with EN3

SSS. The atmospheric reanalysis used for SST and the surface fluxes are indicated in the

legend. (b) As in (a), but calculated from the surfaced forced streamfunction of the western

(west of 408W) half of the Atlantic only. The vertical gray bars denote the location of the

subtropical and subpolar maxima in transformation rates near s5 26.1 kgm23 and near s5
27.5 kgm23, respectively.
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M(s)52[F(s1 ds)2F(s)] , (3)

where M(s) is the formation rate in Sverdrups (Forget

et al. 2011). Using density limits of STMW, s and s 1
ds defined as 26.2 and 27.0 kgm23 as in Speer and

Tziperman (1992), the 12 reanalysis-based estimates of

transformation rate were used to calculate the STMW

formation rate. The resulting range of estimates is be-

tween24 and 14 Sv. Interestingly, both of the estimates

made with the MERRA dataset yield negative values of

M(s), implying no net STMW formation. The discrep-

ancy of this result with previous work on STMW for-

mation (e.g., KR04) suggests that the mean MERRA

fluxes are not accurate in this region. For the other da-

tasets, the formation rate is between 2 and 14 Sv (see

Table 2). In context, the earlier flux-based estimates

of Speer and Tziperman (1992) are toward the upper

end (12.8 Sv) of this range, while recent estimates with

a version of NCEP fluxes constrained by ocean data

(Forget et al. 2011) are toward the lower end (4.6 Sv) of

this range. An estimate independent of air–sea fluxes,

but based on hydrographic observations of the differ-

ence between STMW volume in the autumn and spring,

corresponds to a mean annual formation rate between

3 and 4 Sv (KR04).

Some of the differences between the reanalysis and

hydrography-based estimates of STMW formation rate

may reflect the fact that in Fig. 2 we are depicting the

circulation, zonally averaged over the width of the At-

lantic, whereas the KR04 estimates are confined to the

western half of the basin. However, if the calculation in

Fig. 2 is restricted to the western half of the basin, as

shown in Fig. 3b, then although the range in maximum

subtropical transformation rate (8–21 Sv) and the STMW

formation rate (7.5–17.5 Sv) is considerably smaller, the

magnitude of STMW formation rate is high relative to

KR04.

We note two possible reasons for the tendency of

surface fluxes to overestimate STMW relative to that

from the KR04 calculations from in situ observations.

First, the flux-based estimates neglect other processes

that act to retard STMW formation. These processes

include the net effect of seasonal mixed layer entrain-

ment (Nurser et al. 1999) and lateral fluxes, probably

associated with Gulf Stream meandering, which act to

slow the deepening of the mixed layer and the sub-

sequent STMW formation (Davis et al. 2013). Second,

the KR04 estimate could be an underestimation since

the seasonal resolution of their time series does not

fully resolve the difference between the maximum and

minimum volume (e.g., Forget et al. 2011; Davis et al.

2013). Shorter time series of monthly resolution in-

dicate that the seasonal resolution in KR04 may un-

derestimate the annual production of STMW by as

much as a factor of 2 (Kwon 2003; Forget et al. 2011).

Considering recycling of the portion of newly formed

STMW within the surface mixed layer due to the rapid

restratification, the season-mean-based estimate could

be close to the subduction rate at the bottom of the

deepest winter mixed layer, while the monthly-mean-

based estimate may be more comparable to the surface

flux–based formation rate. Given the difficulty in

quantifying these effects, it is clear that reconciliation

of STMW formation rate estimates from state-of-the-

art, unconstrained reanalysis fluxes with estimates of

STMW volume change remains a challenging area of

research (e.g., Joyce 2012; Forget et al. 2011).

3) OTHER CIRCULATION FEATURES

Four of the six streamfunctions—JRA,NCEP1,NCEP2,

and ERA-I—show a secondary subtropical maximum

just south of 208N near s5 25.1 kgm23 (Fig. 2), although

this feature is very weak in ERA-I. This circulation fea-

ture is associated with a weak maximum in the density

flux gain just to the south of the 25.1 kgm23 isopycnal

(light gray contour Fig. 4). This secondary maximum

in subtropical surface-forced overturning is sometimes

evident in model depictions of AMOCs as a weak max-

imum in the lightest, most southern part of the sub-

tropical overturning cell (e.g., Fig. 1a in Zhang 2010;

Fig. 3b in Grist et al. 2012). The three reanalysis-based

F(u, s) estimates that have poorly resolved or nonexistent

TABLE 2. Tables showing themaximumof themean annual subtropical transformation rate (Sv) and themean annual STMWformation

rate from the 12 reanalysis-based estimates of the surface-forced overturning streamfunction (for the whole Atlantic basin). Normal and

italic text denote the use ofWOA and EN3 SSS, respectively. Also shown are the global mean oceanic heat fluxes (Wm22) for 1979–2007

for the different atmospheric reanalysis products. Positive indicates oceanic heat gain.

JRA NCEP1 NCEP2 ERA-I CFSR MERRA

Maximum of mean annual subtropical transformation rate (Sv) 29.1 23.6 19.1 14.3 14.6 5.7

Subtropical transformation rate (Sv) 29.1 22.0 18.3 13.6 13.6 5.6

Mean annual STMW 14.0 5.9 6.9 5.0 7.7 21.4

Formation rate (Sv) 8.5 5.9 8.9 2.1 4.6 24.1

Global mean heat flux (Wm22) 212.5 13.7 14.3 110.5 112.9 118.5
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FIG. 4. MeanMarch surface density flux (kgm22 s21) for 1979–2007 calculated withWOA SSS and surface

fluxes and SST from six different atmospheric reanalysis products: (a) JRA, (b)NCEP1, (c)NCEP2, (d)ERA-I,

(e) CFSR, and (f)MERRA. The contours denote relevantMarch surface isopycnals: 27.5 (black), 26.1 (dark

gray), 25.1 (light gray), and 23.1 kgm23 (white). Positive values denote ocean surface density gain.
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secondary subtropical maxima (MERRA, ERA-I, and

CFSR) all have a strong anticlockwise cell at low lati-

tudes. This cell, which is centered on the equator but

extends as far north as 408N in the case of MERRA,

represents a lightening of the already light surface waters

by a negative density flux to the south of the relevant

isopycnal (as examples, the cases of s 5 23.1 and

25.1 kgm23 are shown in Fig. 4). The degree towhich this

cell (not seen in model AMOCs) extends northward

(and toward denser waters) is to a large extent de-

termined by the location of the zero line of the surface

density flux. This line lies to the north (between 358 and
558N) inMERRA and CFSR (Figs. 4e,f) but at the other

extreme between 108 and 158N in JRA (Fig. 4a). The

relative importance of the thermal and haline terms to

determining the magnitude of the density fluxes, and

therefore the location of the zero line, is considered in

the next section.

Another feature common to a greater or lesser ex-

tent to all versions of F(u, s) but typically absent in

c(u, s) is the weak anticlockwise cell, centered near s

5 26.2 kgm23, between 408 and 608N, depicting in-

creasing density in relatively dense waters and de-

creasing density of relatively light waters. This cell is not

present in modeled or ocean state estimated versions of

c(u, s) (Hakkinen et al. 2011; Grist et al. 2012), possibly

due to the opposing effect of seasonal mixed layer en-

trainment making dense water lighter and light waters

more dense.

A comparison of the maximum transformation rates

in Fig. 3 confirms our previously stated result: the se-

lection of salinity product (WOA or EN3) makes little

difference to the transformation rates compared to the

range of values possible when changing the reanalysis

product. This is not likely to be indicative of a high de-

gree of accuracy in the two salinity fields; rather, it im-

plies a largely common pool of source data for the two

products. In the tropics and subtropics there is consid-

erable diversity in the inferred mean ocean circulation,

with some reanalysis-based estimates yielding strong

anticlockwise low-latitude circulations (Figs. 2 and 3).

Again, the primary cause of this spread in results ap-

pears to be differences in the surface fluxes as opposed

to the SSS fields.

b. Causes of differences in the subtropical cell

In this section we explore the cause of the large

spread in estimates of subtropical transformation rates

in Fig. 3. We note that surface water mass trans-

formation rates are equivalent to the diapycnal di-

vergence of the area-integrated surface density flux in

the vicinity of the relevant outcropping isopycnal [Eq.

(2)]. Figure 4 shows the mean density flux and selected

surface isopycnals for March, the month of strongest

surface density gain. Differences in the peak sub-

tropical transformation rate will be caused in particular

by differences in density flux to the south of the in s 5
26.1 kgm23 isopycnal. An examination of the six den-

sity flux fields with WOA SSS (Fig. 4) suggests that the

main differences in s 5 26.1 kgm23 density fluxes are

of the magnitude of Gulf Stream fluxes and the sign of

the fluxes in the eastern half of the basin. For example,

considering the density flux fields for the greatest (JRA)

and weakest (MERRA) transformation rate, the peak

density fluxes to the south of the 26.1 kgm23 isopycnal

(dark gray line) in theGulf Stream region are stronger in

JRA (1.5 3 1025 kgm22 s21) than in MERRA (0.9 3
1025 kgm22 s21). In addition, along the 26.1 kgm23

isopycnal, east of 508W the MERRA density flux is

negative (density loss) whereas the JRA density flux is

positive for the whole breadth of the basin. Thus, the

large spread in subtropical transformation rates from

atmospheric reanalysis appears to be associated with 1)

different strengths of Gulf Stream density flux and 2)

different locations in which the density flux transitions

from positive to negative.

To understand the causes of the different mean den-

sity fluxes that lead to the diverse depictions of the

surface-forced streamfunction, we decompose the an-

nual mean surface density flux into their two compo-

nent parts, the haline component (Fig. 5) associated with

E 2 P and the thermal component (Fig. 6) associated

with the net heat flux. It is evident that the haline density

flux is the much smaller contributor to the total density

flux. This result for the North Atlantic has been noted

in observations (Schmitt et al. 1989; Howe and Czaja

2009) and coupled climate models (Grist et al. 2007;

Langehaug et al. 2012). The regions where the haline flux

is strongest, and makes the greatest contribution to the

overall density flux, are the strong evaporative zone in

the eastern subtropics and the region of large negative

density flux associated with precipitation in the inter-

tropical convergence zone. Both of these areas are

away from main regions of surface water mass trans-

formation. We also note that there is relatively little

difference in the haline density flux fields from the six

reanalysis products. In contrast, the thermal density

flux (Fig. 6) accounts for the majority of the total

density flux, particularly in the region of water mass

formation (the Gulf Stream, the Subpolar Gyre, and

the Nordic seas) and there are considerable differences

between the different reanalysis-based estimates.

While the thermal density flux fields share broadly

similar spatial structure, there are substantial differ-

ences in magnitude and the location of transition from

positive to negative values. The transition zone between
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FIG. 5. Mean annual haline density flux, 1979–2007 (kgm22 s21), for the North Atlantic Ocean using

surface salinity from WOA and surface fluxes and SST fields from (a) JRA, (b) NCEP1, (c) NCEP2,

(d) ERA-I, (e) CFSR, and (f) MERRA.
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for mean annual thermal density flux.
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low-latitude heat gain (negative density flux) and high-

latitude heat loss (positive density flux) varies from a

line linking 308N on the eastern U.S. coast to the British

Isles (548N) in MERRA, to a couple of degrees north of

the equator in JRA. This variation, which also largely

determines the zero line of the total density flux dis-

cussed earlier, reflects the imbalances in the global ocean

heat budget in each of the reanalysis products. That is to

say, the greater the positive heat flux bias, the more

northerly the transition from (thermal and total) density

flux loss to gain. The majority of the reanalysis products

have global heat budgets with considerable (i.e.,

.10Wm22) imbalances (see Table 2). The only products

that approach heat budget closure for the study period

are NCEP1 (13.7Wm22) and NCEP2 (14.3Wm22).

A further implication of this analysis is that in u–s

regions, where reanalysis products display a strong

connection between global ocean heat flux and local

density flux, much of the spread in subtropical trans-

formation rates may reflect the different biases in global

ocean budgets. This point is illustrated in Fig. 7a, which

shows a clear inverse relationship between the global

ocean heat budget and the maximum transformation

rate in the subtropics. There is a similar (although not

quite as strong) relationship between the STMW for-

mation rate estimated from a reanalysis product and the

global heat budget of the reanalysis, as shown in Fig. 7b.

The vertical dotted lines in Fig. 7 denote the range from

22 to 2Wm22 in the global ocean heat budget. Grist and

Josey (2003) argue that this range is a suitable physical

constraint on the Global Ocean heat budget, taking

into account observed changes in ocean temperature.

Interpolation between these limits therefore may also

indicate the range of more physically realistic values for

the annual transformation and formation rates.

In summary, in this section it has been shown that

Walin-type estimates of the mean subpolar transfor-

mation rate are only moderately sensitive to the choice

of atmospheric reanalysis and fall within the range of

recent hydrographic estimates of the subpolar AMOCs

strength. In contrast, flux-based estimates of subtropi-

cal transformation and STMW formation rates range

widely and, even when confined to the western basin,

generally lie outside the range estimated by observed

STMW volume changes. The greater spread in esti-

mated transformation rates in the subtropics is indica-

tive of the large spread in density fluxes in the region.

The large spread in density flux estimates is predom-

inantly due to differences in the surface heat fluxes as

opposed to differences in the salinity fields or the fresh-

water fluxes. Finally, the differences in the air–sea heat

fluxes to a large extent reflect their mean global ocean

heat budgets.

5. Recent temporal variability in the
surface-forced streamfunction

a. Subpolar circulation

In previous work we have examined the relationship

between variability in the subpolar or NADW trans-

formation rate inferred from the Walin framework and

the AMOC itself. In a range of coupled models it was

found that increases inAMOC strength lagged increases

FIG. 7. Scatterplots showing 12 estimates of (a) the maximum of the mean subtropical transformation rate (Sv)

(26.0, s, 26.2 kgm23) and (b) themaximum of themean STMW formation rate (Sv), both against themean global

ocean heat flux (Wm22) of each of the reanalysis sets used. The vertical dotted lines denote the global ocean heat

budget range from 22 to 2Wm22.
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in surface-forced subpolar transformation rate by 3–5

years (Grist et al. 2009). It was also found that this

transformation rate can be used to explain the greatest

amount of AMOC variability by calculating its 10-yr

past average (Josey et al. 2009; Grist et al. 2009; Grist

et al. 2012). Note that by ‘‘10-yr past average’’ we refer

to the average of the current year and the nine previ-

ous years. In this section, we examine the range of

reanalysis-based estimates of recent variability using the

10-yr past average of the NADW transformation rate.

Before doing this wewill examine the spread of results in

the unaveraged time series, because the NADW trans-

formation rate is also an important index of the vari-

ability in the North Atlantic subpolar circulation.

The time-varying anomalies of the subpolar trans-

formation rate (as defined in section 2) with respect to

the 1979–2007 mean for the 12 different estimates are

shown in Fig. 8a. There is considerable agreement be-

tween the different estimates; the mean correlation r

between the estimates is 0.71 and the range is between

0.48 and 0.90. The standard deviation of each time series

ranges between 2.5 and 3.4 Sv. The ensemble means of

annual anomalies for both SSS products are plotted in

Fig. 8b with the standard deviations of the ensembles as

error bars. The mean estimates fall within the combined

error range in all years except 1986, 1989, 2006, and

2010, implying that the choice of salinity product does

not greatly affect the temporal variability. The twomean

time series depict cyclic variability of amplitude around

65 Sv on a time scale on the order of 5 years, super-

imposed on a weak decline from 1979 to 2005.

Based on the strength of geostrophic balance for

large-scale flows, Bingham andHughes (2008) show that

the zonal integral of the meridional transport is de-

termined by the difference between the bottom pressure

anomalies at the easternmost and westernmost points of

the ocean floor at a given depth. They further argue that

as most of the variability in this pressure difference is in

the west, and that the variability is primarily on the shelf,

boundary bottom pressure can be estimated by sea level

anomalies. Sea level records from the eastern U.S. sea-

board may thus provide an indicator of the long-term

evolution ofAMOC strength (BH09). TheWalinmethod

attempts to capture the light to dense transformation of

water from density fluxes at the air–sea interface, while

assuming coherence between the upper and lower AMOC

branches, and the BH09 analysis captures the signal

of the passage of this dense water mass along the deep

western boundary. Similarities might therefore be

expected in the respective time series although, un-

like the Walin approach, the BH09 time series also

reflects variability in the wind-forced component of

the AMOC.

The BH09 time series (Fig. 8b) does have similarities

with transformation estimates from this study (co-

incident maxima in 1990, 1995, and 2008 and minima

in 1987, 1992, 1997, and 2005), but it is not significantly

correlated over the full length of the time series. The

lack of a significant correlation may be due a combina-

tion of the assumptions in both approaches and the ad-

ditional wind-forced variability captured in BH09, and it

may also reflect the extent to which a scarcity of surface

air and humidity observations limits estimates of mid- to

high-latitude air–sea heat flux variability. These issues,

and the relationship between the BH09 and Walin sig-

nal, warrant further investigation. However, the extent

to which these independent approaches to estimate

AMOC variability share similarities suggest that they

may together provide useful information on interannual

variability of the meridional overturning in the subpolar

gyre region. Some time series of sea levels from the re-

gion extend back to before the start of the twentieth

century (BH09). A process-based understanding of the

variability inferred from sea level and surface flux data

may promote the use of sea level observations for a

century-long historical reconstruction, as well as future

monitoring, of the subpolar overturning.

It might be expected that any change in the AMOC

captured by the sea level signal would lag by a few years

the signal in air–sea flux that caused the water mass

transformation. That this is not evident in Fig. 8b may

partially reflect the fact that the lag will depend on ex-

actly where the NADW is formed from air–sea fluxes.

A range of coupled climate models (Grist et al. 2009;

Langehaug et al. 2012) and an ocean model (Grist et al.

2012) suggest that changes in the transformation rate of

water into the NADW density range precedes changes

in the AMOC by 3–5 years. Specifically, the model re-

sults of Grist et al. (2009, 2012) indicate that the best

representation of theAMOC variability can be achieved

by averaging the maximum transformation rate in the

relevant u–s range over the previous 10 years. Using that

approach, the 12 reanalysis-based estimates of the tem-

poral evolution AMOC anomalies are shown in Fig. 8c.

The two six-member ensemblemeans associatedwith the

different salinity products are shown in Fig. 8d. Also shown

on Fig. 8d is the anomalous maximum strength of the

AMOCs at 458N from a hindcast of the eddy-permitting

ocean-only model, the Nucleus for European Modelling of

the Ocean (NEMO) using a 1/48 ORCA grid (ORCA025)

(Madec 2008) (green line). The NEMOORCA025 model

provides realistic simulations of the large-scale tempera-

ture changes in the North Atlantic (Grist et al. 2010). As

such, it is a useful tool for diagnosing the causes of circu-

lation changes. The run depicted inFig. 8d uses theNEMO

version 3.2 code with 75 vertical levels and is forced with
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FIG. 8. (a) Time series of the annual maximum transformation rate (Sv) north of 458N
(NADW) from the surface-forced streamfunction. The thick lines indicate estimates calculated

withWOA SSS and the thin lines indicate estimates calculated with EN3 SSS. The atmospheric

reanalysis used for SST and the surface fluxes are indicated in the legend in (c). (b) Ensemble

means of the WOA (red line) and EN3 (blue line) estimates in (a). The error bars indicate

standard deviations of the six estimates. The gray line is the mean sea level anomaly (cm) of 10

stations between Yarmouth and New York (multiplied by 21) updated from BH09. As ex-

plained in the text, the sea level variability may be indicative of variations in AMOC strength.

(c) The 10-yr past average of the NADW transformation rates in (a), where the same color key

for (a) applies. (d) The 10-yr past average of the NADW transformation rates in (b) (red and

blue lines). Anomalous maximum strength of AMOCs at 458N from the NEMO ORCA025

model hindcast (green line). Gray vertical bars denote AMOCs estimates (with error range)

from six Fourex/OVIDE occupations (Mercier et al. 2014), where departures from the six-

occupation mean are plotted.
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ERA-I surface meteorological fields. It has recently been

used to investigate the 2009–10 30% reduction in AMOC

strength (Blaker et al. 2014, manuscript submitted to Cli-

mate Dyn.). Although the model simulation inevitably

shows a higher degree of interannual variability than the

time-averaged surface estimates, there is some agreement

in the lower-frequency variability. In particular, surface

flux estimates and the hindcast provide some indication

that there was an anomalously strongAMOCs in themid-

to late 1990s and a decline in strength from 1999 to 2005.

Since 2005 the surface flux based estimates of AMOCs

(458N) have been either anomalously weak (using WOA

salinity) or near normal (using EN3 salinity) depending on

the salinity product used. We note the temporal evolution

shown in Figs. 8c and 8d has a different character from

other Walin surface-flux based descriptions of the over-

turning (Marsh 2000; Lumpkin et al. 2008), primarily due

to our attempt to account for the lag between surface

fluxes and AMOCs.

While acknowledging the caveats previously men-

tioned in section 4a, as well as the additional question of

the extent to which a month-long hydrographic section

represents the annual mean, our results in Fig. 8d are

also compared with AMOCs estimates from six Fourex/

OVIDE occupations between 1997 and 2010 (Mercier

et al. 2014).When averaged together, the different surface-

flux estimates suggest that the subpolar AMOCs expe-

rienced a decrease (;2 Sv) between the late 1990s and

2006. The OVIDEmeasurements also indicate a change

in the same sense during this period, although the

magnitude of the decline is larger (;6 Sv). Although the

OVIDE line is upstream of Labrador Seawater forma-

tion, there is additional evidence that changes in LSW

formation rate during this period were in the same sense.

First, biennial estimates of the LSW formation rates

between 1997 and 2005 from chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)

inventories (Rhein et al. 2011) indicate a steady decline

over the period. Second, an analysis of five hydrographic

sections at 488Ndownstreamof LSW formation (Lumpkin

et al. 2008) suggests that the AMOCweakened between

1997 and 2000, although these changes are just within

the error ranges. From 2006 to 2010, both the OVIDE

measurements and the EN3-based estimates indicated

that the subpolar AMOCs was close to the long-term

mean, whereas for theWOA-based estimate the AMOCs

remained weaker than the mean.

b. Subtropical circulation and STMW formation

In a similar manner to Marsh (2000), a time series of

the subtropical transformation rate associated with air–

sea fluxes is constructed from the maximum annual

value of F(u, s) in the zone 208–408N and for 25.175 ,
s, 26.375 kgm23. The anomalies of these values for the

12 estimates are plotted as a time series in Fig. 9a. The

temporal pattern of variability in subtropical trans-

formation rate for 1979–2011 depicted by the ensemble

means is dominated by the anomalous high rate in 1995–

96 followed by an anomalously low rate in 1998. Prior

to (after) this event, the average subtropical rate was

slightly lower (higher) than for the whole period.

There is much greater disagreement between the

subtropical estimates than is the case in the subpolar

regions. In the subtropics correlation coefficients be-

tween the different estimates lie between 20.03 and

0.79, compared to 0.48–0.90 for NADW, with a mean of

0.47, compared to 0.71 for NADW. The standard de-

viation of each time series ranges between 3.6 and 6.6 Sv.

Again, this is a larger range than for NADW. The im-

plication is that estimates of subtropical variability are

more sensitive to the choice of atmospheric reanalysis,

as suggested for the mean values. Indeed, the choice of

atmospheric reanalysis can lead to very different (i.e.,

uncorrelated) depictions of recent variability in the surface-

forced subtropical circulation.

In Fig. 9b, we plot the mean of the six estimates with

WOA salinity along with the mean of the six estimates

with EN3 salinity. The error bars show the respective

standard deviations. The two ensemble means are sim-

ilar, falling within the error bars in all but two years

(1996 and 2002). While this does not represent any

verification of the salinity products or the method itself,

it does at least imply that the uncertainty associated with

choice of salinity product does not limit the utility of the

Walin method to estimate the surface-forced STMW

transformation rate.

The temporal evolution of the (anomalous) volume of

STMW associated with the surface fluxes can be esti-

mated from the time-varying surface-forced stream-

function. Using the relationship in Eq. (3) and the

reanalysis-based estimates of F(u, s) for the western half

of the basin, 12 time series of the STMW formation rates

have been calculated. The time integral of the STMW

formation rate yields the inferred change in its volume,

where, following KR04, in order to account for STMW

turnover time scale, the appropriate time scale for the

time integration of M(s) is 4 years.

The calculated estimates of anomalous STMW vol-

ume were compared with observations of STMW vol-

ume change from subsurface temperature observations;

an extended time series of KR04 is described in

section 3d. The correlation coefficient between each

atmospheric reanalysis-based estimate and the KR04

observational analysis is displayed in Fig. 10a. The level

of correlation ranges from negligible or negative to r 5
0.65 for JRA with WOA salinity. Two of the 12 flux-

based estimates (JRA and NCEP2, both with WOA
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salinity) of volume change have a statistically significant

correlation at the 99% level (Bretherton et al. 1999).

The feasibility of using the Walin approach for esti-

mating temporal changes in STMW volume thus appears

to be critically dependent on the choice of reanalysis

product.

The extended time series of KR04 is plotted in Fig. 10c

alongside the two flux-derived estimates that are sig-

nificantly correlated with it. The flux-based estimates

display a decreasing volume in the 1980s and early 1990s.

Between the late 1990s and 2005, there is an increase in

volume back to the 1980 level. Between 2005 and 2011,

there is a small increase. As the magnitude of the tem-

poral variability is greater with the surface flux–based

estimates, the time series are normalized by their mini-

mum value (Fig. 10d), to more clearly illustrate their

level of agreement. As shown in Fig. 10b, for the flux

estimates with the significant correlation, the standard

deviation is 3.9 (for JRA) and 5.9 (for NCEP2) times the

observed value. Thus, although using the Walin ap-

proach with two of the current reanalysis surface flux

products yields STMW volume change estimates that

are significantly correlated with subsurface observa-

tions, the amount of variance explained is relatively

modest (i.e., up to 42% with r 5 0.65), and the magni-

tudes of the volume changes appear to be markedly

overestimated. It therefore appears that, even when

using JRA and NCEP2 surface fluxes to apply theWalin

approach in the subtropics, other processes effecting

STMW volume change should be quantified. We note

that diapycnal mixing, and seasonal mixed layer entrain-

ment in particular, acts in opposition to surface-forced

water mass transformation in the subtropics (Speer and

Tziperman 1992; Nurser et al. 1999), suppressing the

amplitude of STMW formation rates.

Summarizing this section, it has been shown that

temporal variability of the subpolar transformation rate

is broadly similar, regardless of the atmospheric reanalysis

FIG. 9. (a) Time series of the annual maximum transformation rate (Sv) between 208 and
408N and for 25.175 , s , 26.375 kgm23 (STMW) from the surface-forced streamfunction.

Values are plotted as anomalies from the 1979–2007 mean. The thick lines indicate estimates

calculated with WOA SSS and the thin lines indicate estimates calculated with EN3 SSS. The

atmospheric reanalysis used in for SST and the surface fluxes are indicated in the legend.

(b) Ensemblemeans of theWOA (red line) and EN3 (blue line) estimates in (a). The error bars

indicate standard deviations of the six estimates.
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FIG. 10. (a) Correlation coefficient for the relationship between the 12 reanalysis-based estimates of anomalous

STMW volume with the estimate from subsurface temperature observations (KR04). (b) Standard deviation of

anomalous STMWvolume time series. The standard deviation from the updated KR04 estimates is also indicated. In

(a) and (b) the different reanalysis products are indicated as follows: J is JRA,N1 is NCEP1, N2 is NCEP2, E is ERA-I,

C is CFSR, and M is MERRA. The black (white) bars denote estimates with WOA (EN3) SSS. (c) Time series of

anomalous STMWvolume (relative to 1978) fromKR04 and the two reanalyses based estimates that are significantly

correlated with KR04 (JRA; red line) and NCEP2 (green line) with WOA SSS. (d) As in (c), but time series have

normalized by their minimum value.
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or SSS product used. In itself, this finding provides no

validation of accuracy in the reanalysis-derived surface

density fluxes. However, it does suggest that the spread

of uncertainty from these reanalyses is not so large as

to invalidate their use to estimate the surface-forced

overturning in subpolar latitudes. To this end, an esti-

mate of the recent variability in the AMOCs at 458N
based on the 10-yr past averaging of the NADW signal

was presented. In contrast to the subpolar region,

reanalysis-based estimates of the subtropical surface-

forced circulation show relatively low levels of agree-

ment. It is also clear that further consideration of the

role of mixing processes is required to reconcile the mag-

nitude of surface flux estimated volume changeswith those

from in situ observations.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this paper we have examined the range of depic-

tions of the North Atlantic surface-forced stream-

function arising from a set of six modern-era atmospheric

reanalyses. The surface-forced streamfunction is a po-

tentially powerful tool for ongoing monitoring of the

subpolar AMOCs and may also provide insight into

temporal variability in the volume of STMW (e.g., Grist

et al. 2012; Marsh 2000). The primary motivation for the

research presented here is to evaluate the extent to which

inferring the mean and time-varying strength of the

surface-forced overturning circulation is limited by

uncertainty associated with the differences in these air–

sea flux datasets.

The different reanalysis-based estimates of the surface-

forced streamfunction all display a positive clockwise cell

depicting the northward bound water becoming denser,

sinking, and returning south at depth, consistent with

ocean state estimates of AMOCs. In the regions asso-

ciated with NADW formation, it does not appear that

the spread of estimates from different reanalysis prod-

ucts limits the feasibility of using the surface-forced over-

turning to estimate subpolar AMOCs. Specifically, it was

found that reanalysis-based estimates of the overturning

strength ranged from 12 to 18 Sv. Although not an ex-

actly comparable circulation measure, because of rea-

sonsmentioned in the text, it was noted that these estimates

fall within the range of AMOCs estimates from six

hydrographic occupations of the Greenland (608N)

to Portugal (408N) OVIDE line between 1997 and

2010 (Lherminier et al. 2007; 2010; Gourcuff et al.

2011; Mercier et al. 2014). In addition, the temporal

variabilities of the different estimates are well corre-

lated with one another; the correlation coefficient var-

ies between 0.48 and 0.90 with a mean value of 0.71.

The choice of salinity product does not appear to

greatly affect either the mean state or the temporal

variability.

It is important to note that a robust evaluation of

the ability of state-of-the-art reanalysis-based surface-

forced estimates to infer the temporal evolution of the

AMOCs would require a comparison against continu-

ous independent measurement from this subpolar lati-

tude. Although such measurements do not currently

exist, using the surface-forced overturning estimates in

conjunction with other physically based proxies may

provide a way of increasing understanding of the sub-

polar overturning. As an example of this, we have at-

tempted to connect our analysis results to the method

of BH09, who invoke geostrophy to argue that the sea

level along the eastern U.S. seaboard should be in-

dicative of the strength of the overturning. There are

some similarities between the time series of NADW

transformation derived from reanalysis-based estimates

of the surface-forced streamfunction and the BH09 sig-

nal. However, the two time series are not significantly

correlated over the entire length of the study period.

Further work, with ocean models as well as observa-

tions, will be required to elucidate the relationship be-

tween the two physical signals.

Earlier work has shown that the 10-yr past average of

the surface-forced NADW signals explains a large part

of the decadal variability in the subpolar AMOCs. This

result has been shown in relatively coarse-resolution

climate models and an eddy-permitting ocean-only

model (Josey et al. 2009; Grist et al. 2012). On this basis,

we have presented calculations of the 10-yr past average

of the surface-forced NADW transformation rate us-

ing surface flux fields from six atmospheric reanalyses.

These measures of the anomalous subpolar AMOCs

strength suggest that in the mid-1990s the AMOCs was

anomalously strong, while between 1995 and 2005 the

strength declined, and between 2005 and 2011 it has ei-

ther been anomalously weak or near normal, depending

on the salinity product used. The inferred temporal

evolution is similar to the low-frequency component of

AMOCs in a hindcast of a 1/48 eddy-resolving ocean-

only model. Although this falls short of an observational

validation of the method, the model used has been

shown to simulate well the observed historical changes

in the North Atlantic temperature (Grist et al. 2010).

There is also supporting evidence from in situ observa-

tions that the subpolar overturning declined between

the late 1990s and the middle of the following decade

(Lumpkin et al. 2008; Rhein et al. 2011; Mercier et al.

2014). However, the main implication of our analysis is

that because the subpolar reanalysis estimates are rela-

tively similar, the uncertainty associated with the choice

of product in itself does not critically limit their use for
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this application. That is, they are potentially useful for

inferring the evolution of subpolar AMOCs from the

surface-forced streamfunction.

In contrast to the subpolar latitudes, there is less

agreement in the reanalysis-based estimates of the

surface-forced streamfunction in the subtropics. The

maximum mean transformation rate in the u–s space

associated with STMW ranges from 6 to 30 Sv and some

of the time series are uncorrelated. The large differences

in the estimates at least partially reflect the difference

in the thermal density flux (or net heat flux) across the

breadth of the subtropical basin. For example, at 368N
JRA has heat loss across the whole width of the basin,

whereas MERRA heat loss is restricted to the west of

508W. The time-integrated estimates of surface-forced

streamfunction were related to an independent estimate

of STMW volume change (KR04). Despite the afore-

mentioned uncertainty in the reanalyses time series, a

subset of the estimates were significantly correlated with

the independent estimate, capturing the decline in vol-

ume between 1980 and 1990 and the volume increase

between 1995 and 2010. However, the magnitude of the

surface flux estimated changes are 4–6 times that of the

independent estimate. The inability of estimates from

surface flux products to close the STMW volume budget

has been noted elsewhere. It partially reflects the sig-

nificant role of seasonal entrainment and lateral fluxes in

damping the STMW formation rate. In addition, Forget

et al. (2011) recently concluded that, even accounting

for the effect of lateral fluxes, reanalysis products need

a spatially nonuniform adjustment in order to be rec-

onciled with observed volume changes. Thus, even though

some of the modern-era reanalyses considered here

correlate with observed STMW volume changes, this

subset requires further evaluation (e.g., with observa-

tions from research buoys and ships) and/or physically

based adjustment (e.g., consistency with ocean heat

transport and global heat budget balance) in order for

their depictions of the subtropical surfaced-forced over-

turning to be considered reliable.

In the tropical region, theMERRA,CFSR, andERA-I

reanalysis datasets depict counter circulation cells de-

picting equatorward-flowing surface water becoming

lighter. These cells, which are up to 20 Sv and span from

the equator to 408N, are indicative of a high surface heat

flux (oceanic gain) in the tropics and subtropics. This

unrealistic feature appears to be a function of the bias in

the global heat budget in the three datasets. The mean

net global ocean heat gain is 11, 13, and 19Wm22 in

ERA-I, CFSR, and MERRA, respectively.

In summary, a set of six reanalysis products covering

the modern era (1979–2011) has been used to estimate

the surface-forced component of the North Atlantic

meridional overturning circulation. In the region asso-

ciated with NADW formation, the strength of the over-

turning is within the range of recent hydrographic

estimates and time series from the different estimates

are well correlated with one another. As such, uncer-

tainty stemming from the spread of estimates based on

the reanalyses does not in itself appear to limit the fea-

sibility of inferring a surface-forced streamfunction in

the subpolar region. Therefore the reanalyses (along

with observed SSS fields) may potentially be used to

estimate ongoing AMOCs changes in the subpolar re-

gion, where there is currently no dedicated observing

array. In contrast to the subpolar regions, the reanalyses

yield a wide range of estimates in the inferred mean

tropical and subtropical surface-forced circulation and

their time series are poorly correlated with one another.

A large part of the spread in the estimates of the mean

surface-forced circulation of the subtropics is associated

with biases in the global ocean heat budgets implied

from the atmospheric reanalyses. Consequently, although

a subset of the reanalyses are able to explain a significant

amount of the variance in changes of STMW volume, it

would be appropriate for considerable caution, further

evaluation, and possible adjustment to accompany their

future use for estimating the surface-forced overturning

in the subtropics.
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